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EDWARD W. MERKEL
Introduction

The intellectually hardy who heard and
understood what I had to say last time know that
some years ago I firmly eschewed all ideologies in
favor of the principle of being right. I did this
for several highly satisfactory reasons. The most
important was that a hot, fat ideology imposes
dogma on reality. As I view . the fundamentals of
being a human being, a central question for you
and me and everyone else, especially social scientists, is: who interprets reality around, here?
For me, the answer is plain: I do, and I abdicate
in. favor of neither an ideology nor a guru . I
thlnk you and all social scientists should take
the same position.
Since I tacked that anti-ideology thesis
on my study dooT, a couple or things have happened
to my mental condition, the first of which is a
growing conviction that we do not really know what
our important social problems are.
When I retired some years ago, I looked
forward to long, leisurely research in what I
thought would . be a fairly well-defined radish patch
of my own - the cross-roads where our system of law
and justice intersects our economic needs and
demands. I started c a lmly enough with Schumpeter,
Keynes, Rostow, Galbraith and their brothers and
their cousins and their fathers, and soon found
myself in a hive of others like Daniel Bell, Daniel
Boorstein, Robert Heilbroner , Irving Kristol, the
redoubtable Morie Adelman, Max Weber, and a caterwauling pack of miscellany in peculiar little
magazines, all of whom knew exactly what was wrong
with the world, none of whom agreed with any other.
From looking at this army of intellectuals
marching militantly in all directions, I develope~
a bit of cross-eyed wisdom myself, I do not quallfy
as a genuine, big-mind, In-group intel~ectual, but
I do lay claim to being at least a perlph~ral
intellectual. I can, therefore, accept wlth
tolerance that I have developed a wholly reasonable
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confusion as t o what r~ally ar~, and the right
solutions for, our serlOUS soclal problems.
In addi~i o n, I have learned tha t I can
n?w suffer an ide _ogy if its possessor treats it
r~gorously as an hypo the~is rather , than as a d ogma .
One ~f my own less consplcUOUS tralts is the capacity
to Ilve content ed y , forever if necessary with an
un-made-up mind . Wha t Keat s , I think ca iled
"nega tive capability ", I can glue tog~ther a decision
a~ quicklyas ~ he next man when some external imperatlve demands lt, but I possess a low-energy internal
imperative to make up my mind or to impose order
on di sorder. Ot h er people, I find, are rendered
acutely uncomfortable by a state of inde cision or
by perception of chaos, including multitudes of
social scientists, real scientists, and inhaoitants
of the commun ications industries. They cannot eat
or sleep unless they have what they call a "unifying
principle" or "an overarching phil osophy " - which
of course means an ideology. This intellectual
flower et was aptly descrioed by the historian
Eugene Genovese , fo r quoting whom I can be forgiven,
because he is an ideological Marxist. (As quoted
in Intellectual Di gest, Oct ober, 1972, p. 80)
"Every histori an, I don't care who he is, has to
bring some kind of an organizing principle to hi s
work. There's limitless data out there. A Marx ist,
like anybody else, has be prepared to abandon his
hypothes i s i f it just isn't standing up. ~f he' s
not prepared to do that, then he's a crook."
Having read widely and well in economics,
politics, sociol ogy , psychology, and education, I
had planned t o write this paper on the subject of
inter-disciplinary ec onomic illiteracy - of which
vas t seas engulf almos t all so cial thinking . However,
after writing a twenty-page outline of the fir st
segment of the paper, I de c ided I must,b~ planni~g
a book. So I shifted to a much more llmlted subJect,
the rich, on whom many people make passing comments,
few write intelli gently or expansively, and only I so far as I know - have the fortitude to attempt
a wholly un-ide olog ical appr oach.
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II - Definitions and Comments

Plenty of people have hymned the sweet
delights and gritty rewards of poverty; principally
writers of bibles, romantic poets, and back-t onature prophets like Rousseau, Thoreau, and maybe
even Barry Commoner. Most of these make slighting
comments on the rioh, but always from ideological
presuppositions which mayor may not pan out . Thus:
the rich are unhappy because their lives are complex
(but complexity is often rewarding). Or the rich
miss great pleasures because they don't get out in
the woods enough (but they could if they really
wanted to). Or the rich miss the joys of simple
creativity, beoause they oannot spin or weave
(neither can I, and I don't miss it). These people,
I have conoluded, are really justifying themselves,
a reasonable human need, but they do not seriously
mean what they say to a f'fect you and me. There
has also been a series of ideological pot-boilers ,
the most recent of which I believe is Lundberg's
The Rich and the Super Rich, none of whioh is worth
discussing.
There are also hundreds of passing references
to the rich, almost all of which are derogatory.
Thus, we learn from the Bible that the rich. will
have a terrible time getting into heaven, and that,
if they do make it, they will be at the bottom of
the heap while the poor will be on top. That the
poor become the rich in so just a place as heaven
seems to puzzle nobody but me. I ~o not u~derstand
what is accomplished by turning th~ngs ups~de down
like that: though the ocoupants of the two ~xtremes
will have changed, the social or moral q~estlon .
posed by the existence of the extremes wlll not.
Throughout history, of course, ~here haI e

been innumerable referenoes to sh~oi;~~trt~~kl~~P e ffro~l~roes(~~k:n~h~i~:~i~~r~~~hR;ths~hildS) , down to
aIDl les
G tt
and Onassis. There
Carnegie, RockBfeller,s ~o ~~e rioh as a group,
aremany more ref~~e~ce.ans economists, political
particularly by ~s or~l .t!ci ans academics of all
and social th~nkers, po 1 1 ia ~nd tax experts.
.
hues , joUrnallsts of all me% 'this paper with multlple
There is no reason to encum er
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quotations. Read almost any newspaper or magazine
almost any day; here is a typical sample, by Arnold
Toynbee, in the Enqu irer the day before these words
were written (Enqui rer, Nov. 12, 1972): "Today,
the rich minority is unhappy, yet is envied by
those members of the poor majority who have been
fascinated by the rich minority's. aim in life."
The reason the ri ch are unhappy, he goes on is "the
ruthless strife (whi ch) has been the penalty for
discarding traditional human restraints on the greed
that is innate in. human beings •.. " I do not propose to discuss all that, save to point to it as a
typical, everyday reference to the rich, who are
unhappy, he says, because of the unrestrained greed
of human nature - a reactionary position, by the
way, which I do n ot accept.
Marx, of course, thought the rich were
merciless exploiters . Roosevelt thought of the
rich as malefactors of great wealth or as economic
royalists; he also wanted to soak the rich. McGovern
wanted, I think , to impoverish the rich, though
he did n ot make himself entirely clear. Many
politicians have exploited the rich as a vote-getting
or tax-paying devicc, and philosophers and sociologists use the rich to prove the existence of social
injustice.
There are many unexplained aspects of
this talk, to some of which we shall ge t around later.
The funniest one is that the rich are seldom defined,
though I would have thought that the first demand
of clarity, if you arc going to talk about any gr oup,
would be a description of whom you are talking
about. If you squeeze the words or the thought
conLent , you do not get very far. Usually you canno t
tell, for example , whether they define rich in terms
of income, property ownership, or neither or either
or both. But all these people are quick to tell
you that if everybody had an income of $50,000 or
$100,000 a year, there would be no rich at all.
There WOUld . be no poor either. Like good and evil,
you cannot have one without the other. What they
are re ally talking about is disparities.
So we come to our first conclusion: the
rich and the poor do n ot exist at all as a determinate
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group or class . They exist only at the two ends of
what social scientists love to call a continuum
Like this : draw a horizontal line from west to· east
(for ideological reasons we avoid left to right)·
at the western end, write "the poor" and at the'
eastern '.'the rich": Som~where near ~ach end , you
make a llttle vertlcal llne; exact position is a
matter of taste, though one-fifth , of the xotal
length looks nice. ,: Everybody west of the western
vertical is poor, ' and eVBrybody east of the eastern
vertical is rich.
You may have noticed that the horizontal,
east-west line has not been labelled - and for good
r~ason; .its label depends on the subject up for
d1Scusslon that hour . If it is income taxes, the
label will be dollar value of income. If it is
hereditary aristocracy, it will be land owned. If
the subject is Bedouins, it will be camels and sheep.
If it is Indian rajahs, buckets , of emeralds. An
implication is inescapable: people sitting on the
eastern end are rich, but their specific identity
depends wholly on the label; there are no rich apart
from an identified c ontinuum. To be explicit,
imagine your own reaction to, "Charlie is rich, .
because he owns 50 camels and 200 sheep", or "Victor
is really quite poor; he has only a pint of diamonds".
Though this absence of clear definition
of who the rich are makes for opaque communication,
which I dislike, I will affably agree that there'
are certain people who are rich by any standard:
croesus, Midas, Lorenzo, Queen Elizabeth, ~owa~d
Hughes Jackie and Getty - that bunch. ThlS hlgh~y
limited group, however, is obviously not w~at soc1al
scientists mean when they talk about the r1ch; they
mean a much bigger group, comprising roughly the.
eastern fourth, fifth, or tenth of wha~ever contlnuum
they are talking about. Ana I am afrald we shall
have to leave it there: somewhere between a f~urth
and a tenth of everybody is rich - everywhBr~ 1n
the world, at anytime, by whatever standard 1S relevant .
In addition to murkiness or derinitio~k
a few other characteristics of the ta
there are
rich which we ought to note:
about the
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1. None of it issues f
selves. I have n ot yet fou d
tram the rich themeither (a) they do n ot bel,n o~h why. Probably
or (b) do not classi fy th lev~
ey need defense;
may be reasonabl e if theye~;: :~~i~~ ~i~h. Wh~ch
of their own.
e
a contlnuums
,

,2.

A second characteristic of the talk

IS that It conce:ns itself only superficially with

whY,or how ~he ~ lch.g ot rich. Serious analysis of
motlve, ethlc, Justlce, merit, even economics is
attempted by only a few (one of whom, by the way
is Ro bert Heilbr oner).
'

3. A thi rd characteristic of the talk
iswhat it reveals and what it dOBS not reveal about
the mental state of the person unburdening himself.
He is almos t always derogatory, irritated, scornful,
indignant, or self-righteous, but without trying
very hard to explain what makes him so. One suspects
envy, but envy is never admitted.

4. The fourth characteristic of the talk
is, of c ourse, its content. We shall discuss that
later. But first a simple less on in economics.
III - Economics

To start our lesson easily, we begin with
a simple hypothetical situation. Assume our society
got itself together and coherent one day, and
selected a board of governors to run it, rather
like a board of directors, or the Federal Reserve.
Before this board one day comes Wilmer, a man wellknown, honest, r el iable, a pillar of everything.
Wilmer says, "I know a way by ' which I can increase
the per capita inc ome of evety person in the United
State s by at least $200 per year. As there are
more than 200 ,000 ,000 people, the total increase
for the country will be over $40,000,000,000 a year.
Moreover, I will not cause further deterioration
of the environment, and I am talking constant, not
inflated dollars. However, I am getting older, I
have and expect many descendants to whom I want to
leave lots of dough, I am feeling hoggish today,
and doing what I propose will be pretty hard. The
catch is that I want $600,000,000 a year, after t axes ,
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for myself for each year in which I do what I have
promised. That is only l i % of the total and is
really quite modest c onsidering all the good I will
do. "
It will n ot hurt you to strain a bit and
a ccept Wilmer's· offer as credible . Can and should
our board of governors take Wilmer up? By all th€
arithmetic we learned from the sec ond grade through
graduate banking, a trade of $600,000,000 for
$40,000,000,000 - or $3 . 00 for $200 - cannot be ref used even by our biggest boob . Yet that board of
governors will argue about it, and so willyou.
The after-tax $6000,000,000 a year Wilmer demands
does seem excessive. '
It should be underlined that, while Wilmer
would be getting extremely rich, everybody else
would be getting richer too , a phenomenon far
different morally and economically from the older
get-rich mGthods condemned by bible writers. In
older, so-called zero-sum economies, a man could
get rich only by grabbing we,al th away from others,
as did Caesar's and Pompey's pal Marcus Licinus
Crassus . The notion that everybody can get richer
together was very late in arriving, and was in fact
not even conceivable until the means were at hand
by which an economy could be made to expand. Never
mind that some get richer than others; the important
thing is that everybody benefits and nobody suffers.
Even so, Wilmer's demands seem hoggish.
If, Wilmer is a hundred men, each will g et
$6,000,000 a year. Still excessive. If Wilmer is
a thousand men, each will get $600,0.00 a year. High,
but fairly reas onable considering that the trade
yields a ,net gain of $39,400,000,~00. If Wilmer
is 10,000 men, each will ' get $60~~00 a year - and
has in fact increased by about $200 a year over the
last few years; and there is ample basis to conclude
that well over 10 000 people (perhaps two . or three
times that number) have after-tax earned incomes of
$60 , 000 or more.
I hasten t o concede that two questions
protrude:
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d

' t 1 1. We h ave hypothesized that Wilmer can
?111 d a ?ne. The que stion accordingly is : if Wilmer
WI
0 It for $60, 000 when he is one in a
r
of 10,000 men, wouldn't Wilmer do it 1
~ oup
$60~000? Or state d another way, if
m~~ will
do 1t for $60,000 each, wouldn't they do it for
$20,000? The answer is, I don ' t know . Neither do
you. Nelther do t he most learned economists
A
few non- economist intellects think they know· b t
as their position i s totally undocumented it m~st
be accounted an ac t of faith rather than ~ pie
of realit~. Practic ally everybody else believ~:
t~a~, tak1ng hu~an n~tur~ as it is currently ex~lb1ted, some fInan CIal lncentive (or its equivalent)
1S necessary to make a person work at his most pro ductive le~el. Ev erybody also concedes that nobody
can determ1ne how great the incentive must be' and
that there is no way to make the size of the incentive fit the service .

10,030

The system - if it is a system - that we
use is a stiff-le gged, sway-backed adaptation of
the 19th century ' s market system. It works, but
crudely, uncertainly, capriciously, and often
irrationally. Tho ugh it goes against my un-ideological grain to say so, I think the problem of
accurately meter i ng reward is unsolvable. Consider
Henry Ford II, who is generally credited with saving
the Ford Motor Co. from failure; there is no doubt
that such a failure would have been a major economic
disaster. However execrable the taste of his family,
he deserved a huge reward, and got it; but did the
reward match the service he rendered to the economy?
Or John Maynard Keynes, who doped out a set of
controls for economic planners far superior to any
that preceded him. Though you will judge Keynes
as you please, assume for a moment that he was
partially responsible for the period of almost continuously increasing abundance from the mid-1930's
to the present, and ask yourself how great a reward
he deserved. Twice Ford's? The same? About a
tenth? Until this size-of-incentive business gets
a Keynes of its own, probably the best we can do
is what we already do: reward handsomely, and hope
we are avoiding the grossest extremes.
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.
. . L~st I be accused of deception or over
slmpllflcatlon I had better pause here to sa . an ~~nest, .loud voice that the available sta~i~~ics
on
e subJe~ts of this paper ar,e a bog in the center
of a morass ln the center of a swamp. Figures
a?ound - are poured over the earth in polluting
tldal wave~ - but their reliability and meaning are
S? uncertaln that they approach meaningless ness
Dlrect contradiction is frequent, and there is •
con~tan~ argument over statistical methods, analyses,
pro.Jectlons, curves and the like. I have tried to
be honest, but I admit my statistics probably limp·
I have consciously tried to avoid them.
'
2. To go back to Wilmer and his regiment,
was a second protruding question. Per capita
lncome went up, all right, but : Did Wilmer and his
friends really do it? Maybe it was just luck, or
a war. Or maybe it was really done by 50,000 other
people, or maybe it would have happened anyway, or
maybe it was just Keynes again. The answer to this
is distressingly like the other : you can't really
tell . Undoubtedly, other forces were operating;
operating, moreover, in both directions . But untangling which forces did what , and how much, seems
to be beyond all our mental and our computer
capacityo This. much we do know; the economic_
juggernaut, launched roughly at the end of the 18th
century, which moved with increasing speed toward
abundance, coincided in time - very generally with the development of the incentive machinery
we think we are now using.
~here

"The country marched from being a new,
undeveloped country at the end of theighteenth
century to be one of ,t he greatest world. powers"
(I am quoting our Marxis t historian agaln, same
article) . "If that ' s not a success story, I don ' t
know what is •... American capitalism was for a long
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period of time a winne r."
But w~ s ill have Wilmer and his boys
under the ~uestl o mark: did their action cause
th~ result? I t h:nk we can answer in moderate
V01Cej some proba bly di d, and some probably didn't.
b~t you ca~'~ te ll wh ich - like John Wanamaker and·
hlS advert~slng ~xpen ses. In logical terms, however,
where ~a?hlnery lw se t up which is intended to produce
a speclfled res ul~ , and the result ensues it is
more sensible t o assume the machinery did'it that
to assume it di d n .
A bit ~ ~ d ismantling of the machinery is
attempted from tOme to time in income tax rates,
but ~he results seem not to prove much. When rates
get too high - in general over 50% - the exercise
is said to be c ounte r-productive, which sounds
ominous, but only means that tax revenues go down.
A better example r elates to oil drilling; when the
tax incentive was reduced, new oil discoveries
fell off.
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So our less on in economics ends here : to
get the best out of our economy, we have to give
financial reward s f or individual merit. IL would
be nice if the r eward varied in proportion to the
individual's value to the economy, but we don't know
how to do that. I would also be nice if the
rewards went only 0 those who really deserved
them, rather than 0 those who only pretended to,;
but we don't know h ow to do that either. Nevertheless,
as we need to do s omething about it, we over-reward,
we under-reward, and we hand out wholly undeserved
rewards. A mess if anything ever was. But in
economic terms i t seems to payoff handsomely.
This c onclus ion is based wholly on the
assumption that we wanted an expanding economy. I
realize, of course, that a ~urrently fashionable
cliche denigrates economic growth, or claims tha t
we would be better off without it. I do not propose
to discuss the n ot i on; I regard it as preposterous
in our present social condition , like the girls of,
I believe, Skidmore who demanded a larger faculty,
smaller classes, more scholarships, and lower
tUition, all in the same sentence.
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I also propose not to discuss other
economic aspects of the rich, such as their function
in accumulating and investing capital. We have
other ,fish to fry, and so far as I have been able
to discover, none of these other economic by-ways
has a serious effect on our basic economLc conclusion
that the rich did seem to payoff.
IV - Social and Moral Condemnation
Except for dogmatic socialists, the
critics of the rich do not rely on economic arguments - ~nd eve:r; the socialist arguments are heavily
larded wlth soclal, moral, even theological chunks
of rhet ori c. We shall now classify and discuss
these miscellaneous, non-economic criticisms of
the rich.
1. First, the theological. For all I
know, these may b~ the best arguments against the
rich. Certainly, they are the most unanswexable at least by me. They seem to coalesce into one
simple statement: all gods, heathen, Christian ,
pagan, sophisticated and primitive - all gods dislike the rich. It is not clear why. I cannot deal
rationally and analytically with this piece of my
subject, so I can only give you my position on it
for whatever it may be worth. If God dislikes the
rich, this is a matter between the two of them;
there is nothing I can .do about it, at least in this
world.

2. A second group of arguments against
the rich is that they are unhappy for various reasons;
e.g. their lives are artif icial and complex; they
have to worry a lot; they are weak, get sick, -h ave
bad digestioTIR, and stay up too late; or, as Toy~bee
said (i gnor ing the Irish) they have ruthless strlfe.
I am as soft hearted as the next man about the
unhappiness of others . But we have long accepted
the truism that wealth of itself does no~ make people
ha
and I should think it e.qually plaln that.
we~i~h of itself does not make people unhappy ~lther.
The fact is, we are here dealing with t~e happln~ss
continuum, which has very little to.d O~lth ~n~h~
the wealth continuums. The gro~p . slt!~~~ ~ich' it
unhappiness end undoubtedly con alns
,
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undoubtedly als o contains some middles and some poors.
Let your heart burst for all who are unhappy, if
that is the way your heart behaves, but it is
excessive to save a special burst for the rich.
3 . The third class o£ condemnations is
an assortment of illegali ties and economics crimes.
The rich are bad because they lie, cheat, steal,
defraud, oppress, exploit, and generally malefact.
Once again I am as opposed as the next man to
wickedness: but I am surely not alone in thinking
that the possession of wealth is an irreleva nce.
People who are n ot rich lie, cheat, steal, and malefact too. Condemn them all for malefaction, surely,
but condemn them for the evil that they do, not
for the amount of money that they have.
4. The fourth and last group of criticisms
of the rich is based on concepts of morality and
justice; perhaps the most difficult criticisms to
deal with. It is immoral and unjust, these people
say, for great wealth and extravaganca to exist side
by side with poverty, misery, and want. It is not
easy to extricate this criticism from a certainly
reasonable condemnation of bulgarity, bad taste,
and sometimes cruel ostentation - all of which are
often displayed by the rich with the sensitivity
of the young at a Nixon xally. Attempts to justify
this kind of stupidity on the ground that spending
money makes j obs are claptrap. The only justification
is that one aspect o£ freedom is freedom to spend
one's money as crudely and foolishly as one wishe s;
the non-rich do it too.

The pr oblem of morality and justice cuts ,
deeper. As we have already observed, the distribution
of p ower, privilege, and wealth in our society
does often seem to be capricious, illogical, excessive,
and undeserved - in a word, unjust. There are two
principal responses to this crLticism:
a) The first derives from Friederich von
Hayek, a deep one (especially his Constitution o£
Liberty): Who, in the last fifty years, with a mind
worth respecting, claimed it ~ j~st? .To ~ay tha~
the distributi on of wealth is not Just lS llke saylng
it is not beautiful: neither justice nor beauty
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is seriously claimed for it. , This answer is not
w~olly satisfactory, a~ the early libertarian,
Ilberal proponents clalmed for their economy a system
of rewards based on merit. "Merit" at first glance
suggests a.degree of jus~ice. But when you scrape
off the pa1nt, y ou percelve quickly that economic
merit and some disconnected concept of justice do
not necessarily mesh. You meet such questions as:
Who perceives and measures this merit? What
standards are applied to impose the shape of justice
ont? ~con omic reward? Industry, " intelligence,
eff1c1ency, waste, sweetness of intention, greed,
generosity - a thousand such ideas suggest themselves. .And here we come to what se,ems to me a
solid answer: when you say a given social institution
is unjust, you are judging it by an a priori concept
of justice which mayor may not be apt, sound, or
acceptable. To impose on an incentive system the
requirement that it respond to some concept of
justice is to assume a pre-existing, acceptable
philosophy of justice. It is probably beside the
point that nobody has enough brains to administer
such a system (nobody has enough brains to administer
the one we have, either). What is not beside the
point is that, when the hullabaloo is over and the
new system is in operation, we have no assurance
whatever that it will really be more just than what
we have now. Different, surely, but just as surely
there ' will be 100 social scientists and thirty-three
minorities loudly screaming that the new system is
even more unjust than the old.

Hayek goes on to make the point that imposing the requirements of justice on economic
freedom means the end of freedom. In his view a
free society and a just society cannot co'-exist; the
two objectives are incompatible. I think he is right,
but I do not elaborate, as the point is beyond the
scope of this paper.
'
b) The second answer to the ch~rgeth~t
our economic system distributes wealth unJus~l~ 18
a mish-mash that ends up in: maybe so, but 1t s
better than most. The mish-mash begins with history,
pointing out that no k~own.social ?r.economic system
in the past ever did dlstr1bute p~lv1~ege a~d wealth
in accordance with any system of Just1ce Wh1Ch we
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This c oncludes our analysis of the critical
comments on the rich. I am not sure what you will
make of the answers, but for myself I find. them all
solid except f or the last, the resp onse to the
screams of injustice. That answer too is logically
and hist orically sound, but when t~e smoke.clears,
a residual disquiet seems to hang In the alr.
V _

perspectives

That residual di~quiet puzzles me. It is
even probable that a tinge of embarrassment ~angs
over an attempt like this to discuSS the subJect
openly and sympathetically, as if such discuSS ion
prods some inartioulate, half-felt twinge of gullt.

Perhaps some deeper perspectives will help.
There can be no doubt that society at
large cond ones, even encourages, the acquisition
and retenti on of wealth while at the same time
condemning it. There is something unfair about
accepting wealth as socially permissible while
condemning it as soc ially unjust - a phenomenon
which Heil broner calls "the am'bi valence of our regard
for wealth" (The Eye of the Needle, in his Between
capitalism and Social ism). This ambivalence is disquieting, an unres olved conflict of attitude which
in everyday reality of itself induces discomfort.
But I think our disquiet goes deeper.
There is first of all a not unusual con-
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flict bet~een the general and the specific. The
condemnat1on of the rich is mostly aimed at the
group, a faceless minority at the end of an impersonal
continuum. cWh~m we ask who are these rich and
what moves them, we find them to be much like the
rest.of u~, fa~rly normal human beings banging away
at 11fe wlth 11ttle thought of injustice, except
that they are more highly acquisitive than we.
What makes the highly acquisitive so highly
acquisitive? (And I am speaking now of those who
inherit as well as those who amass; the inheritors
by and large are as acquisitive and tenacious as
the amassers.) Explanations, or hypotheses, abound.
Some anthropologists conclude that in a fully
monetized society like ours, getting and keeping
monetary wealth expresses the universal drive for
prestige and distinction; instead of yams, yaks,
or emeralds our rich want stocks, bonds, and pieces
of green paper. Other anthropologists conclude that
gathering wealth is a translation of the instinct
for self-preservation, for future security. William
James (Principles of Psychology) saw in wealth a
means of self-projection, a way to enlarge and
strengthen the self. In this there i~ ~n.ech o of
Plato (the Republic) who saw the.acquls1t10n.and
possession of riches as an exerC1se of creatlve.
drives "resembling the love of authors for tJ;-elr
poems' or parents for their chil~ren~" Freud1an~
often'see in acquisitiveness proJectlon~ or s~bll
mations of childhood wants and needs - lnfantlle
selfishness compensation for early lack of love,
childhood m~galomania, and the lik~. Keynes saw
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G~o:ge McGovern wer e doing a bit of self-aggran_
~arx and Engels, and Lenin and
StalIn, have not avoI ded all taint of infantile
megalomania. And Geo rge B. Shaw was surely the
self- p:ojectioni s champion of all time . They were
all drIv~n by the same f?rces as the rich, following
some socIal, anthropo logIcal, psychological , or
ethical imperative entirely removed from any system
of individual justice.

dU~ll:-g thernsel ves.

But we have not yet come to the end of
justification. If we agree, as most . economis~s do,
that the pursuit of wealth is the prImary motIve
power of our ec onomic sys~em, we must als? conclude
that it has accomplished Incalculable socIal ~ o od.
EVen Marx and Engels (the Communist Manifesto)
concede that 19th century capitalism "created more
massive and more colossal productive forces than •••
all preceding generations~ " . (Quoted ?y ~eilbroner
in From Capitalism to Soclallsm). ThIS 1S the
ec onomy that has come cl oser than any kr:own system
to the full satisfaction of man ' s . mater~a~ wants
and needs as prac tically all sOCIal crItIcs agree.
And the system that has provided the indispensable
foundation f or political and economic freedom, as
well as a degree of social mobility hitherto unknown
- all of which have usually been highly prized
social objectives.
Where doe s it come fr om, then, this selfrighteous all-knowing, confidently moral c ondemnation
of the ri~h? And from where our almost universal
unease in grappling with the question? I suspect
but certainly cannot prove, that several sources
converge . One source is the strain of egalitar ianism
that has trickled through our country ' s political
philosophy from earliest times. The notion of
equality glows in our basic political charters and
glimmers through the centuries straight t hr ough
to last week. But we don 't seem really to know what
we mean . We cannot mean genetic equality; we have
at least that much perception of reality. Equality
of opportunity? Of educat~on? Of political or civil
status? Absence of hereditary p ower and privilege?
We seem to mean all of these . But equality in
distribution of wealth? We obviously have not come
that far . This egalitarianism of ours elude,s final
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clarity. But does exist, I think, as some intuitive
principle deep in our minds, a principle which is
inarticulately discomfited by the contemplation of
great disparities, .impermissible disparities, in
the distributi on of wealth .
A second source of o~r disnomfort with
the problem of wealth flows from the teachings of
our ethical systems on avarice . Greed is a sin,
perhaps innate inrran as Toynbee said, but certainly
ugly and to be severly restrained by men of good
will. If our psych ologists and social thinkers are
reliable, by no means all of the rich are greedy;
they are projecting, or working out childhood
problems, or sublimating cruel streaks, things like
that. Just the same, some of them are distinctly
hoggi,s h, highly unprepossessing, and generally
repellant in the ways they amass and use their
wealth. It is these who earn revulsion, of course,
and who exhibit avarice at its ugliest. It is
these, perhaps, who tarnish the e~1.7t11'l:le'" :ti.mage.
There rema ins one deeper perspective, one
to which I would give a whole book if I cou~d write
it successfully. Describing it begins with a
question: what are our underlying attitudes; what
philos ophy, if any, moves us throug~ the intersections
of our social conduct. Not what philosophy we
profess - a far d·ifferent matter - but what philosophy determines our institutions, what philosophy
we act and talk in everyday life. Or even wha t
phi~osophy Wilmer's proposal expressed.
For in case you didn't notice, Wilmer's
proposal was a straight, if elementary, economic
application of classical utilitarianism, offering
a substantial "increase in the net sum of individual
satisfactions." A step toward "the greatest go od
for the greatest ;number" in the catch-phrase. (Adam
Smith, Bentham",·JJ '.S. Mill, Henry Sidgwick, and others)
Utilit arianism was, and is, not the caricature now
generally taught in our schools as a quaint ec onomic
by-way. It is a fully developed system of moral and
social ~hil o sophy, into which I do not intend to
delve.
A central, all-pervading element of
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ut~li~ariani~m is its maximizing principle, the

prl~c~ple WhICh h olds that society best which
maXl~lz~s.the go od,both of the social group and of
the ~nd~v~d~als wh~ch comprise it. Hardly a mind-

shatter~ng ldea; perhaps even simple-mindedly
obvious t o us, but undeniably convincing and
attractive - even sensible .

It cannot ba surprising that the nineteenth
century t ook to utilitarianism. It is an almost
perfect secular c omplement to protestantism and
the protestant ethic . The maximizing principle
justified not only the 19th century expansion of
liberty but the broadening of suffrage beyond all
previous dreams. It is the maximizing ·principle,
even down t o our own day, that i~ at the root of,
every broad reform receiving general acceptanq~.
Of equal importance, utilitarianism arrived at ' the
precise moment in history when for the first time
means were at hand for an enormous, rapid, and
limitless expansion of socie ty' s capacity to produce
goods and services; when, in short, the economic
twins industrialism and capitalism emerged from
childho od.
In a large sense, economics is applied
materialism. Whe~ a system of philosophy is brought
to bear on an economy, it is the materialistic
aspects of the system which control. Thus the
economic application of the maximizing principle of
utilitarianism emerges as: an economy exists to
maximize the satisfaction of man's material wants.
Thi s is the principle, I believe, which has shaped
our ec onq.my for about a century and a half; it is
still th@ operating principle beneath most of our
ec onomic decisions.
do not mean , of course, that in the
winter o~ 1823 everybody read a lot of philos ophy
and then said t o one another, "From here on in I'm
v oting utilitarian
That is not the way these
things happen. Somehow they seep into a collective
semi-consciousness, slowly, inarticulately bec~ming
an almost intuitive c oncept of what ~s right, just,
and good. And as this happens, a prior concept is
displaced.
I
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~e ha~e l~ved for a l ong time, then, with
the economlC obJect~ve of maximizing our material
satisfactions. Perhaps, we must ask ourselves are
we now beginning t o displace that, concept ~oo?' We
have done a l ot of maximizing; we have come cl os e
to satisfying a l l our material wants. Is there now
another objective that looks better?

I cannot answer. But it is here that we
return to the rich, and to that vague disc omfort
we feel when we c ontemplate them. For the rich,
from the 19th century on, were intended to serve
the maximizing principle; indeed, they served their
purp ose almost t oo well. Never mind that they s ometimes served it dishonestly, sometimes even disgustingly; as a gr oup they accomplished what they
were designed to do.
But when we look at them, and at the maximlzlng principle itself, we are n ot dazzled.
Something is mi s sing . Maximizing material satisfactions i~ fine, but is it enough? As we approach
full satisfaction of our material want s , other va lues
seem t o assume greater imp ortance, other values
demanding t o be .served that have l ongc been suppre ssed.
We are obvi ously 'not ready t o give up the
maximizing principle itself. What we may . be ready
to do is j oin a sec ond or. a third value t o its
economic applicati ons so that further satisfaction
of our material wants will be desirable only if the
second or third value is als o served. What these
other values will be I cannot guess; they have not
yet found our collective consciousness.
But I will make a bet about them; they
will not do away with the rich; they will only give
the rich another assignment.
Conclusion
So here i s where we have come. The pur suit
and possession of wealth have been abunda~t~y
justified ec on omically, socially, and p ol lt l cally. t
In the ar ments condemning and the c ounter-argumen s
justifYin~the rich, the counter-arguments usuall~ t
win. We n ot only condone, we encourage the pursu l
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of money, and we gr ant full social acceptance to
the rich. At the same time we view the spectacle
with vague dista st e or with a soft, inarticulate
discomfort. We cannot say exactly why , but perhaps,
just perhaps, we are beginning to see that the rich may
not be justified, by their economic value alone, that
the pursuit of a bundance as a dominant value is no
longer needed nor satisfying, and that it is time
t o thrust our thinking toward other, less selfindulgent values.
In addition to the works and authors
referred to in the text, the following are of
interest :

.;):

Between Capitalism and Socialism Robert Heilbroner
Cambridge - Economic History
Inequality : A Reassessment of the.Eff~ct
of Family and Schoollng ln
America - Christopher Jencks
and Marshall Smith, with
a cadre of others (Basic
Books)
The Quest for Wealth - Robert Heilbroner
Statistics of Income, 1967 , '68 , '69 u.S. Treasury, IRS
U. S. Statistical Abstract, 1969 Commerce Dept. Census Bureau
Edward W. Merkel
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